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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

EMIII, C. BOERNER, OF PORT CHESTER, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO WILLIAM 
E. WARD, OF SAME PLACE. 

MACHINE FOR MAKNG NUT-BLANKS. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 395,082, dated December 25, 1888. 
Application filed May 18, 1888, Serial No,274,339, No model.) 

To all livhon it may conce7n: 
Be it known that I, EMIL C. BoERNER, of 

Port Chester, in the county of Westchester and 
State of New York, have invented a new and 
useful Improvement in Machines for Making 
Nut-Blanks; and I do hereby declare the fol 
lowing specification, taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, forming a part 
of the same, to be a full, clear, and exact de 
Scription thereof. 
The machine hereinafter described is in 

tended and particularly adapted for the carry 
ing out or practice of an improved method of 
making nut-blanks set forth in an application 
for Letters Patent heretofore filed by me, 
Which method consists, broadly, in employing 
a plunger or punch of larger area in cross 
section or upon its face than the area of the 
opening in the female die, which is to give the 
desired or final form to the blank. 
The present invention consists in certain 

features of construction and arrangement 
of mechanism hereinafter described and 
claimed. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings, 
Figure 1 represents a central vertical section 
through the machine, the punch being in rear 
Ward position. Fig. 2 shows a section of a 
portion of the machine, representing the 
punch or plunger at the extreme of its for 
Ward movement, having forced a blank par 
tially into the hexagonal shaping-die. Fig. 
3 represents a similar view showing the punch 
in the act of moving forward and causing a 
blank to force the next preceding blank 
wholly into the hexagonal die and thereby 
fully shape the said preceding blank, and also 
move forward into the delivery-duct the se 
lies of preceding blanks. Fig. 4 shows a per 
spective view, on an enlarged scale, of the 
“cutting-off die.’ Fig.5 represents in perspec 
tive the hexagonal female die. Fig. 6 shows 
in perspective a portion of the plunger or 
male die. Fig. 7 represents in perspective a 
primary blank as cut from a bar of stock. 
Fig. 8 shows in perspective a nut-blank hav 
ing the desired final form. 
A, Fig. 1, represents the main shaft of the 

machine. 
B is all eccentric mounted on the same, 

which, through its strap C, gives a reciproca 
tory movement to the cross-head D, moving in 
suitable slides. To the front end of this cross 
head there is attached the usual head-block, 
E, which carries the punch F. This punch is 55 
shown as square in cross-section, although it 
may be circular or of other shape upon its 
end, and, in co-operation with a fellow die, G, 
having an opening of corresponding form, Will 
cause a primary blank to be punched from a 6o 
bar of stock, S, corresponding in form with 
that shown at Fig. 7. 

It is to be understood that the bar of Stock 
has been previously punched with the central 
hole, s, for the nut, and that such bar is in- 65 
termittingly fed along between the punch F 
and the die G by any well-known form of 
feeding mechanism, so as to allow successive 
rectangular pieces of metal composing the 
primary blanks herein mentioned to be 7o 
punched therefrom in a perfectly well-under 
stood Way. - 
The punch shown is provided with a teat 

which is capable of entering easily the hole 
already punched in the bar, and thereby Sup- 75 
plementary to the feeding mechanism per 
form the duty of readjusting longitudinally, 
if necessary, the position of the bar to secure 
a proper alignment of the punched hole with 
the axis of the female die. This matter, how- 8o 
ever, does not concern the present subject of 
invention, but is the subject of another ap 
plication for Letters Patent. The area of the 
end or cross-section of the punch F, and con 
sequently the area of the primary blank (1, 85 
Fig. 7, is greater than the area of the hexago 
nal blank intended to be made, as illustrated 
at b, Fig. S. 

II indicates a female die having a hexago 
nal opening which is located in the rear of the 90 
die G, the axes of the two dies coinciding. 
The area of the opening in the die H is less 
than the areas of the opening in the die G and 
the end of the punch F, respectively. The 
plunger F forces the primary blank (t against 95 
the face of the hexagonal female die H and 
crowds the blank into the same to any desired 
extent-say, for one-half of the thickness, more 
or less-as shown at Fig. 2, the throw of the 
eccentric B being sufficient to give the neces- IOO 



2 

sary movement to the punch. It would leim 
practicable without great liability of injury 
to the face of the punch F to crowd the pri 
mary blank ( completely into the lie II, and it 

5 is therefore much better in practice to have the 
blank protrude beyond the face of the die II, 
when first introduced therein by the punch F. 
by a distance which will prevent the possibil 
ity of the face of the punch, which is inca 

d 

inal die II, coming into contact with its face. 
The punch or plunger F is now withdrawn as 
the result of the ( \olition ()? the nail sla?t 
A, the bar of stock is fetl along another space 

15 by the feeding mechanism before referrel to, 
: ind the operation of pull (iiing out from the 
lar a secondary Irimary blank ( t and ("row 
ing it partially into the die li is 'el) eated. 
This second operation necessarily forces the 
l)'evious 'ina 'A' lank. Which was left ba'- 
tially in the lie II, wholly into the said die. 
Successive forward movements of the lunch 
or plunger F will cause new blanks to be 
formed anol the llanks (ote after another to 
be discharged into the delivery-duct IX of the 
machine, as indicated at Fig. 3. 
Although I have shown and described the 

blanks as punched from a bal' of stock which 
is fed through the machine, yet in place of 
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3o feedling a lar of stock pieces of metal hav 

pable of elitoring the opening in the hexago 

395,032 

ing central holes and a larger area than the 
opening ill the die G may be fed, one by one, 
from a stack in a Well-known manner be 
tween the plunger E and die G, as will be 
readily understood. 
The method of making nut-blanks herein 

before referred to is not claimed in this ap 
plication, but is the subject of a separate ap 
plication for Letters Patent, filed October 7, 
1887, Serial No. 251,731. 
What I claim as my invention, and desire 

to secure by Tetter's Patent, is 
The combination, substantially as helrein 

described, of a punch or plunger to which a 
reciprocatory movement is to be given, as de 
scribed, a female die the opening in which 
corresponds in form with that of the punch 
and through which the punch call pass, a sec 
old female die located directly in the rear of 
the first lie and having its axis coinciding 
there with, the opening in which second die is 
of a hexagonal or other form corresponding 
with the form of the blank to be made, and 
the area of said opening being less than the 
area of the face of the said punch, for the 55 
purpose specified. 
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EMIII, (". 3OERNER. 
Witnesses: 

EDSON SALISBURY JONES, 
SAMUEL COMLY. 

  


